Frequency response of the chest: modeling and parameter estimation.
The frequency response of the respiratory system was studied in the range from 3 to 70 Hz in 15 normal subjects by applying sinusoidal pressure variations around the chest and measuring gas flow at the mouth. The observed input-output relationships were systematically compared to those predicted on the basis of linear differential equations of increasing order. From 3 to 20 Hz the behavior of the system was best described by a 3rd-order equation, and from 3 to 50 Hz by a 4th-order one. A mechanistic model of the 4th order, featuring tissue compliance (Ct), resistance (Rt) and inertance (It), alveolar gas compressibility (Cg) and airway resistance (Raw), and inertance (Iaw) was developed. Using that model, the following mean values were found: Ct = 2.08-10(-2)1-hPa-1 (1 hPa congruent to 1 cm of water); Rt = 1.10-hPa-1(-1)-s; It = 0.21-10(-2)hPa-1(-1)-s2; Raw = 1.35-hPa-1(-1)-s; Iaw = 2.55-10(-2)hPa-1(-1)-s2. Additional experiments devised to validate the model were reasonably successful, suggesting that the physical meaning attributed to the coefficients was correct. The validity of the assumptions and the physiological meaning of the coefficients are discussed.